Transcriptomic data yields valuable insights into cell type, tissue, and organ evolution. However, interpreting this data requires understanding how transcriptomes evolve. A particularly difficult problem is that cell type transcriptomes may not evolve independently. Here we present a statistical model to estimate the level of concerted transcriptome evolution and apply it to published and new data. The results indicate that tissues undergo pervasive concerted evolution in gene expression. Tissues related by morphology or developmental lineage exhibit higher levels of concerted evolution. Concerted evolution also causes tissues from the same species to be more similar in gene expression to each other than to homologous tissues in another species.
Introduction
Many organisms, like mammals, share a similar body plan composed of homologous cell and tissue types. Different tissues are built during development by distinct gene expression programs, and homologous tissues bear resemblance across species owing to inheritance of the same gene expression program. This concept of homology has formed a central tenet of two decades of comparative development and molecular research. With the advent of RNAseq, it has fueled comprehensive efforts to investigate and classify homologous cell and tissue types within and across species (Tschopp et al., 2014 , Wang et al., 2011 , Achim et al., 2015 , and identify gene expression differences that underlie phenotypic evolution (Pankey et al., 2014) .
However, a key finding of RNAseq studies is that most genes are not uniquely expressed in a single cell or tissue type. For instance, different neuronal cell types express synaptic genes (Sieburth et al., 2005 , Ruvinsky et al., 2007 , Stefanakis et al., 2015 , different muscle types share expression of contractile genes (Steinmetz et al., 2012 , Brunet et al., 2016 , and all tissues employ 'housekeeping genes' (Eisenberg and Levanon, 2013) . A recent study by Stefanakis, Carrera, and Hobert (Stefanakis et al., 2015) showed that synaptic gene expression in different neuronal cell types is controlled in part by the same regulatory elements in the genome. Partial deletion of these regulatory elements simultaneously affects expression across multiple cell types. Thus, it is likely that evolutionary changes occurring in these shared regulatory elements will alter gene expression in multiple cell types, a form of pleiotropy called concerted gene expression evolution . This elementary biological inference suggests that cell and tissue transcriptomes do not evolve independently, an assumption underlying many statistical methods for the comparative analysis of quantitative data (Felsenstein, 2004) .
Concerted evolution poses difficult problems for the analysis of comparative data. Most seriously, it can yield misleading inferences drawn from comparative analyses, such as hierarchical clustering. Concerted evolution can lead, paradoxically, to tissues within a species being more similar in gene expression profile to each other than to a homologous tissue in another species (Fig. 1 ). This results from concerted evolution in gene expression that occurs after speciation, resulting in species-specific tissue similarities that unite tissues within a species.
Thus, concerted gene expression evolution can confound efforts to classify and compare cell types across species using RNAseq. On the other hand, estimates of concerted evolution may provide novel insight into whether, and how much, different tissues share regulatory information in the genome.
In this study, we develop a statistical model to measure the degree of concerted evolution among different cell and tissue types. Applying this method to published data we find that concerted evolution is pervasive, and varies in accordance with similarity in morphology and development. These findings are consistent with a model in which closely related tissues share more regulatory information than more distantly related cells or tissues. Our results also help explain why some studies have found tissue transcriptomes cluster by species, rather than by homologous tissue type, while others found the opposite pattern of similarity. According to our model, the outcome depends on the rate of concerted evolution relative to the phylogenetic distance of the species compared. High rates of concerted evolution lead to clustering of tissue expression profiles by species, whereas low levels of concerted evolution result in clustering by homologous tissue type. Finally, we show that the degree of concerted evolution decreases with the evolutionary age of a tissue, suggesting that the evolutionary independence, or transcriptomic individuation, of tissues increases over time. Our model thus provides a quantitative tool for studying cell type evolution and individuation.
Results and Discussion

Mathematical model of concerted evolution
To model gene expression evolution, we consider the simplest scenario of two cell types, A and B, evolving in two species, 1 and 2 ( Fig. 1B ). In this case, the two cell types originated prior to the species' last common ancestor, which we refer to as species 0. We characterize the expression levels in tissue type A by random variables (Felsenstein, 2004) . As in general Brownian evolution models, Brownian motions of the same trait in two species are uncorrelated. 
As a result, ߛ is the relative rate of concerted change compared to the overall gene expression change and can be estimated as the empirical correlation between the contrasts of expression vectors for cell type A and B in two species. The approach can be extended to a species tree with more than two species by calculating the independent gene expression contrast vectors on every internal node (Felsenstein, 2004) . We show that equation (1) holds for descendent species with different evolutionary divergence times (supplemental method).
Concerted evolution is pervasive across diverse tissues
We first applied our model to three previously published comparative transcriptome datasets: (a) Merkin et al. (2012) , containing nine mature tissues from four mammals and chicken, (b) Brawand et al. (2011) , containing six mature tissues in ten diverse species of mammal and chicken, and (c) Tschopp et al. (2014) , reporting data on limb, genital-and tail buds at early developmental stages in mouse and Anolis. These datasets have three advantages. First, all samples for each data set were generated in the same lab and with the same protocol, reducing batch effects. Second, these datasets include a diverse set of both mature and developing tissues, enabling us to determine the extent to which concerted evolution varies depending on tissue relationships. Third, the Brawand and Merkin datasets sampled five tissues in common, allowing us to determine whether estimates of concerted evolution are consistent across datasets and species.
Our results show that concerted evolution is pervasive, and varies depending on the tissues under comparison ( Fig. 2 ; Table S1 and S2). The highest estimates of concerted evolution were from embryonic appendage buds ( Table S1 and S2). Mean estimates ranged from 0.17 (liver and testes) to 0.71 (forebrain and cerebellum), indicating substantial variation in concerted evolution even among differentiated tissues (Fig. 2) .
Clearly, forebrain and cerebellum are more similar to each other in terms of cell type composition and gene regulation than liver and testis, supporting the notion that our estimates of concerted evolution reflect genetic relatedness of these tissues. Most tissues exhibited at least some degree of concerted evolution, with ~71% of individual γ estimates significantly greater than expected by chance under permutation (p < 0.05). Notable exceptions were tissue comparisons with testes, which dominated the lower end of concerted evolution estimates, and could not be statistically distinguished from a model in which gene expression evolved completely independently between tissues.
In general, concerted evolution was higher between tissues with similar morphology or function. Our highest estimates were among early developing limb, genital, and tail bud tissue.
At this early stage of development, these anlagen largely consist of undifferentiated cells. We also found evidence that concerted evolution in differentiated tissues reflects similarity in morphology and function. For instance, two of the highest measures of concerted evolution between differentiated tissues were for cerebral cortex and cerebellum (ߛҧ =.71), and heart and skeletal muscle (ߛҧ =.47). Both tissue pairs express common sets of pan-neuronal and contractile genes, respectively. We also found evidence that developmental origin may influence degree of concerted evolution in differentiated tissue. For instance, lung and colon (ߛҧ =.50), both endodermal derivatives, were highly correlated relative to other differentiated tissues despite their very distinct functions. More surprising was our finding that spleen ( Fig. 2 ; points in green) also had relatively high estimates of concerted evolution with both lung (ߛҧ =.59) and colon (ߛҧ =.52). Historically there has been disagreement over whether the mammalian spleen develops from mesoderm or endoderm, but recent evidence has largely favored a mesodermal origin (Brendolan et al., 2007) . However, we found mature spleen tissue undergoes more concerted evolution with endodermal derivatives than with tissue derived from the mesoderm, including kidney (ߛҧ =.44) and heart (ߛҧ =.35). Whether this reflects a common developmental origin, or reflects convergent similarity that occurs after differentiation, is unclear.
We also explored the extent to which our estimates of the relative rate of concerted evolution, γ, depends on the species and dataset used. We found consistent estimates of ߛ regardless of t divergence time (Hedges et al., 2006) (Fig. 3 These findings suggest that the rate of concerted evolution reflect the biological nature of the tissues under comparison, rather than artifacts of genome quality, batch effects, or species divergence time. Notably, different tissue types from the same set of species (e.g. human and mouse) can have very different degrees of concerted evolution (Fig. 2 ). This implies that concerted evolution does not solely originate from gene expression changes affecting globally shared "housekeeping" genes, for instance metabolic genes. Instead, the concerted evolution signal appears heavily influenced by the nature of the tissues and cells compared, suggesting that the structure of the gene regulatory networks active in these cells affects the strength of concerted evolution. For instance, our finding of relatively high concerted evolution between fore brain and cerebellum is consistent with findings in other animals that common transcription factors regulate pan-neuronal gene expression across different neuronal cell types (Ruvinsky et al., 2007 , Stefanakis et al., 2015 . With regards to testes, previous studies have shown testes gene expression has a high degree of tissue-specificity (Yue et al., 2014 , Lin et al., 2014 , is highly divergent among mammals relative to other tissues (Brawand et al., 2011) , and is under positive selection (Khaitovich et al., 2005 , Khaitovich et al., 2006 . Our results suggest a key factor in explaining testes distinct evolutionary history is its ability to evolve gene expression independently. Thus, even though testes share a genome in common with other tissues, it is capable of evolving gene expression with near complete independence.
Concerted evolution alters clustering patterns
Hierarchical clustering of transcriptomes has been utilized as a discovery tool for cell and tissue type homologies across species (Tschopp et al., 2014) , and for reconstructing the phylogeny of cell type diversification (Arendt, 2008 , Kin et al., 2015 . However, cross-species transcriptome comparisons often yield clustering patterns that reflect species identity rather than tissue homology (Lin et al., 2014 , Gilad, 2015 , Merkin et al., 2012 , Tschopp et al., 2014 , Brawand et al., 2011 . For example, lung and spleen evolved prior to the common ancestor of birds and mammals, yet we found lung and spleen samples from chicken and mouse clustered by species, rather than tissue identity (Fig. 4A) . One possibility is that concerted evolution is altering clustering patterns by generating species-specific similarity between tissues that overcomes similarity from homology.
To explore whether concerted evolution is affecting hierarchical clustering, we determined the clustering pattern for every pair of tissue and species in the Brawand, Merkin, and Tschopp datasets. We found that tissues with high levels of concerted evolution cluster by species ( Fig. 4B ; symbols in red, Table S4 ). Further, the more distantly related the species, the more likely tissues clustered by species rather than homology. Tissues collected from species isolated less then 50 million years always clustered by tissue homology. However, with more than 50 million years of divergence, nearly all tissue pairs with ߛ > .5 clustered by species, rather than homologous tissue. These findings are consistent with the interpretation that concerted evolution is contributing to changes in tissue clustering patterns .
Phylogenetic divergence time also affects clustering because greater divergence time allows for the accumulation of more species-specific similarities via concerted evolution than shorter divergence times, whereas similarity due to homology remains the same or decays. Thus, in cross-species comparisons, transcriptomes reflect both the homology of cell and tissue types, as well as the effect of concerted evolution within each species lineage.
Concerted evolution differs with phylogenetic age of tissue
The observation that tissues exhibit different degrees of concerted evolution that tissues' evolutionary independence may itself evolve. For instance, do cell and tissue types of recent origin exhibit more concerted evolution relative to other tissues? We addressed this question using transcriptomes collected in our lab from developing bird feathers, two different avian scale types, and claws from two avian species, chicken and emu. Feathers are an evolutionary innovation that evolved in bird ancestors, replacing scales across much of the body. Scales are found in all reptiles, and also on the feet of birds. Bird scales include large, asymmetric "scutate" scales, found on the top of the foot, and small, symmetric "reticulate" scales on the sides and plantar surface. Birds also have claws, which develop from distal toe skin, and develop immediately adjacent to both avian scale types. Claws are shared by reptiles and mammals, indicating that they are phylogenetically older than feathers and scales.
We sampled epidermis during early development of these skin appendages in chicken and emu. Concerted evolution estimates ( Claw 1
Conclusions
We analyzed patterns of transcriptome divergence among different cell and tissue types using a stochastic model of gene expression evolution. We found different cell and tissue types undergo extensive concerted gene expression evolution. We interpret the signal for concerted evolution as reflecting the gene regulatory network architecture shared between cell types, with cells sharing more similar gene regulatory networks having a higher rate of concerted evolution than cells with less similar gene regulatory networks. Our findings indicate that cell types exhibit cell type-specific control of gene expression, as well as regulatory information shared across broader classes of cells. This warrants a renewed focus on understanding mechanistically how regulatory information affects the evolution of gene expression in different cells and tissues.
Our study also raises several issues of practical importance for comparative transcriptomics. First, it is clear that many evolutionary changes in gene expression are not limited to a single cell type. As a result, identifying gene expression changes responsible for phenotypic evolution in a particular cell type will require sampling a range of related tissues, in addition to the tissue of interest. Second, new computational tools are needed to remove concerted evolution signal if hierarchical clustering is to be employed for classifying closely related homologous cell and tissue types. This will be challenging because concerted evolution is occurring to a different extent in different subsets of tissues. For instance, our results show that concerted evolution does not merely reflect species-specific physiological evolution, or "species signal", but instead is influenced by the evolutionary history and individuation of tissues and cell types within the organism. In this regard, it is worth noting the parallels between comparative analysis of transcriptomics and the study of gene evolution. During the 1970s and 80s, it was discovered that hierarchical comparisons of gene sequences within and among individuals and species required understanding the phylogenetic histories of species lineages, gene duplication, and sequence differentiation. Similarly, transcriptomic analyses have now revealed that comparative analysis of gene expression in cell types and tissues requires the recognition of the hierarchical consequences of species phylogeny, cell type origin, and transcriptomic individuation (Fig. 1) .
Measuring the relative rate of concerted evolution can provide valuable insights into the evolution and individuation of cell types. Individuation has been proposed as the principal mechanism by which new cell and tissue types evolve (Wagner, 1989 , Arendt, 2008 , Wagner et al., 2007 , Wagner, 2014 . Individuation is the process by which new cell types gain the ability to evolve independently. This requires evolving new mechanisms for controlling gene expression, such as the evolution of new transcription factor complexes (Wagner, 2014) . Arendt (2008) and others (Musser and Wagner, 2015, Arendt et al. In Press) have also proposed that individuation typically results in the "splitting" of an ancestral cell type into two descendant, and partially individuated, sister cell types. Liang et al (2015) showed statistical support for this model by demonstrating that cell type transcriptomes have a tree-like pattern of relationships, which is expected if sister cell types originate by bifurcation of an ancestral cell type. Our estimates of concerted evolution in avian skin appendages suggest a similar process may explain the evolution of early feather development.
Confirmation of this will require a better understanding of gene expression regulation in feathers and bird scales, as well as comparisons with non-avian reptile scales. In any case, understanding how cell types arise, and become individuated, is a central challenge of the emerging field of cell type evolution. Our model provides a tool for studying this process.
Methods
Publicly available transcriptome data
Transcript read counts in Merkin et al. (Merkin et al., 2012) were downloaded from GSE41637 (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/geo/query/acc.cgi?acc=GSE41637). Nine tissues (brain, colon, heart, kidney, liver, lung, muscle, spleen, and testes) in five species (chicken, cow, mouse, rat, and rhesus macaque) are profiled in this work. We followed methods in Merkin et al. (Merkin et al., 2012) to map each transcript to respective genomes (musmus9, rhemac2, ratnor4, bostau4, galgal3) and extract FPKM values for each gene. We then normalized FPKM to TPM (Transcript per million mapped transcripts) by the sum (Wagner et al., 2012) . v2.0.6 using the -GTF option. Mapped reads were assigned to genes using the program HTSeq, requiring that reads map to the correct strand, and using the "intersection-nonempty" option for dealing with reads that mapped to more than one feature.
Estimating the rate of concerted transcriptome evolution
For all datasets we used square root transformed TPM (transcripts per million transcripts)
as the measure of gene expression level (Wagner et al., 2012) . We used the square root transformation to correct for the heteroscedasticity of transcriptome data . However, we found some very highly expressed genes, such as mitochondrial genes, still had high variance relative to other genes even after the square root transformation. These were removed to prevent overestimation of concerted evolution. We then averaged sqrt(TPM) values across replicates to generate a representative transcriptome for each tissue in each species.
All transcriptome data were further processed to facilitate cross-species comparison, with the exception of the Brawand dataset which was already normalized between species using a median-scaling procedure on highly conserved genes. For the other datasets we followed the normalization method of , using one-to-one orthologs.
We estimated concerted evolution (ߛ) for each combination of tissue and species in all datasets by estimating the Pearson correlation of their contrast vectors. We tested the significance of concerted evolution by calculating a p-value from a null distribution of randomly permutated gene expression contrast vectors ( Figure S1 ). One challenge of estimating the pvalue is that gene expression values between genes are not independent, for instance because they are co-regulated by the same transcription factors (Pavlicev and Widder, 2015) . To account for this, we only subsampled 50 genes for each permutation, which represents a lower bound for the number of independently varying gene clusters identified in single cell transcriptome data (Supplemental methods) (Wagner et al., 2008, Pavlicev et al. Forthcoming) . We conducted 1000 permutations to generate a null distribution of the correlation coefficient ߛ . Actual estimates of concerted evolution were considered significantly higher than expected by chance if they fell in the top 5% of the null distribution. We conducted anova tests in R to determine whether concerted evolution values varied depending on time since the last common ancestor of the species used for comparisons. We tested whether mean ߛ values estimated independently from the Brawand and Merkin datasets for the same tissue pairs were significantly different using
Welch's t-test.
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